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1. Foreword

Today’s aquaculture industry in Scotland.
From the bridge of a large modern well boat, the monitor screen shows salmon
swimming through the cooling water in preparation for harvesting. It ends their journey
from smolt to seawater as full-sized fish.
Thousands of tonnes of salmon are now produced within this
modern agri-business; they are traceable to the farm site
where they have been grown, using formulated feed to meet
specific consumer standards. The feed is a large part of the
cost of production, so it is given automatically using strict
calculations to reduce waste and minimise damage from
excess feed falling to the sea floor.
Scottish salmon’s price premium depends on its reputation for
operating in pristine waters in visually dramatic Highland and
Island loch settings. Sites across remote regions fuel
employment, school numbers and supply opportunities as
diver teams, farm managers, environmental consultants,
planners and IT technicians try to satisfy the demands of an
increasingly sophisticated industry.
From the shore, sanitised haulage tankers, built to
specification, transport the salmon onward to processors to
make into supermarket-ready meals, or on to distribution in
Larkhall, Lanarkshire for export.
Up the M74 from Larkhall, in Bellshill, mussels from Shetland
arrive for processing, packaging and on-sale, mostly to satisfy
demand in the UK supermarkets. The shellfish industry is
smaller, yet it is reaping the gains from consolidating
processing and sales functions from single operators to a few
targeted, skilled, marketing platforms.

Supporting these industry efforts, the regulators seek to
safeguard the interests of the public and the environment, and
support economic growth. Yet such is the scale of change and
opportunity that there is increasing risk that Scotland’s policy
landscape does not adapt quickly enough to stay competitive
and to benefit from increasing demand.
The industry’s challenge is not only to be sufficiently
responsive to the changing risks and competing demands,
but to be actively forward-planning so that policymakers can
support industry growth within agreed evidence-based
parameters.
The trout industry, at a tenth of the size of salmon, and with
restocking markets as well as food for the table, is a hybrid.
The main volume growth to 2030 aligns with salmon, with
fillets of fish being seen as an alternative ‘meat’ in
supermarket baskets.
Staff and learning transfer across from the salmon industry
and face many of the same challenges and opportunities. The
much older onshore industry, from which salmon producers
learnt in the early days, looks at reinvigoration as demand
grows, along with the rising global demand for fish based on
similar technologies.

The industry’s challenge is not
only to be sufficiently responsive
to the changing risks and
competing demands, but to be
actively forward-planning
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Out in the North Sea, the subdued oil and gas sector looks to
decommissioning of sites, and its dominant effect – often
sucking in engineers, housing and accommodation space, and
managers, sometimes to the detriment of other industries
– begins to diminish.
Aquaculture begins to look like an increasingly good bet for
Scotland as the world’s seven billion people and rising become
wealthier and demand more protein, possibly doubling protein
demand by 2050.
The industry senses a step-change in production
requirements. Tentative changes are underway to make the
current model more efficient and experiment with more
exposed sites further from sheltered inland waters which
require a whole new set of equipment and logistics. Millions
are spent on this effort annually – research and finance are
increasingly high-stakes, and the number of producers who
can take the risks and raise the capital investment becomes
smaller.
Norway, with a consolidated and high-investment industry,
shoulders these risks and allows Scottish companies to benefit
quickly from intellectual and technical insights. This is a
virtuous circle but leaves the Scottish owners and supply chain
struggling to keep up with emerging opportunities.
This innovation roadmap seeks to navigate this changing
landscape, looking at innovation as a means to catalyse a
thriving, sustainable aquaculture industry.

Aquaculture begins to look like an
increasingly good bet for Scotland
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This innovation roadmap seeks to
navigate this changing landscape,
looking at innovation as a means
to catalyse a thriving, sustainable
aquaculture industry.
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2. Executive summary

2.1 Steps to success: the road
ahead to 2030

From 2021 to 2025
•

Results of the new onshore and exposed site production
platforms will roll-out.

Key aspirations for Scottish aquaculture

•

New suppliers will enter the market as volume and scale
increases. Scottish financial institutions should seek to
capture a share of the benefits of new entrants.

•

Shellfish can consolidate small-scale operations, and have
shared research and distribution platforms. The Scottish
Shellfish Marketing Group (SSMG) has demonstrated the
vast potential in this approach, including mitigating risk for
individual firms.

•

To retain the reputation for a premium product with high
standards

•

To go through transformational growth in volume well
beyond what current barriers allow

How to get there: the innovation journey
From now to 2021

From 2026 to 2030

•

Formation of an Industry Leadership Group (ILG) is crucial to
facilitate the growth of Scottish aquaculture and intra-sector
working.

•

The industry retains its current sites but is increasingly an
exposed site industry with large-scale infrastructure
(human, technical capital) in the same model as oil and gas.

•

New biomass regulations may allow for better
environmental monitoring and increased volumes, helping
to meet industry requirements and achieve associated
benefits to the Scottish economy.

•

Scottish regulators are scaled-up with the capacity to
manage an industrial-level aquaculture production platform.

•

Land-based recirculation systems allow for more
predictable growth times and intensify production volumes
going through a given number of farm sites.

•

The low carbon footprint of protein sources could position
aquaculture as a dominant growth area.

•

Regulations and planning move to be more proactive in
supporting good growth, rather than passively enforcing
standards.

•

Sea lice controls and gill health treatments are an absolute
priority to prevent long-term stagnation of volume.

•

•

The innovation models for onshore recirculation systems
and more exposed sites must be trialled extensively, with
production requirements (training/skills, equipment, supply
chain) understood and supported.

Trout is likely to follow salmon’s lead and benefit from
economies of scale, therefore seeing significant growth and
diversification of volume and species.

•

Scotland produces enough to satisfy demand in the UK and
captures as much of the export market as capacity allows.

•

The shellfish sector is moving towards collaborative
platforms that can transform the industry’s potential and
address key constraints of access to finance and spat.
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2.2 Status of the industry

2.3 Priorities to 2030

•

The aquaculture industry is still using strategies to expand
under the current production model, utilising new methods
which reduce cost and increase sustainability. There is not a
paradigm shift yet – there is still room for manoeuvre in the
current model for things to be done better, more sustainably
and at lower cost. The message is ‘improve and refine’.

•

Control of sea lice and management of biological
threats – due to systemic risk to finfish and direct impact
on productivity, but also because its impact through
chemical use hinders further volume growth and damages
social licence. The cost of treatments is rising significantly.

•

•

Innovation is embraced in a fast-changing sector but is seen
through an operations lens as either a practical or catalytic
tool. The focus is on operational challenges and industry
trends.

•

Although the industry is now quite concentrated in
ownership and vertically integrated, the process is not yet
stabilised. The industry is still rationalising its structure. This
is an overriding determinant for strategy and road-mapping
because there are still gains in rationalisation – for example,
a plan for a processing plant may be superseded a year
later – though it may make for some unpredictability.
Similarly, a few years ago feed supply tended towards the
logistical strengths of the central belt. Now it’s likely to
migrate to the Highlands through a different approach to the
supply chain with direct sea-based transport.

Planning and regulation – invest in streamlining processes
as far as possible and, within sound environmental
conditions, work to move from “a predilection to say no, to a
predilection to say yes.” Aquaculture development should
have a fair opportunity, recognising the carbon status
relative to other protein sources, the healthy protein
benefits and economic value of the industry.

•

•

This ongoing maturation of the industry extends all the way
to public perceptions, consenting and market feasibility for
aquaculture products. How the public understands
aquaculture production (consenting) and consumption of
products (farmed fish as an everyday food/protein source)
is still rapidly evolving.
The industry is making the best of its current volume
horizon but long-term stability depends on being more
ambitious beyond current production constraints. This
challenge sits largely with the Scottish Government and
regulatory bodies as the private sector often has the option
to grow volumes profitably elsewhere if it cannot do so in
Scotland.
Scotland’s role in global food production trends is under
threat if it cannot meet rising demand cost-effectively, even
with a premium product (discussed later in this document).

This will require efforts to inform the public at both farm
sites and at the consumer end to ensure fish production is
carbon-efficient, of tolerable impact, and is embraced as a
positive catalyst for the Highland and Island, Scottish and UK
economies.
This, in turn, will entail innovations in therapeutant use,
technological development and a wider reframing of
industry impact. Scottish and UK policymakers should
recognise that expanding Scottish volume is in their interest
for sustainable economic growth objectives, including
Scottish/UK supply chains which could benefit from much
larger volumes than are possible, given current constraints.
•

Supplying markets – the market for Scottish salmon is a
premium niche but at current supply volumes and
significant demand growth, Scotland may be at risk of losing
its status as a significant premium supplier if it can’t satisfy
demand. It is increasingly losing out on UK and export
market sales as buyers are obliged to supply Norwegian or
Chilean fish to meet demand. So long as this is happening,
the premium is eroded as customers must use and promote
alternative sources.
While there are understandable challenges in stepping
beyond the current strategic position, volume growth may
be ‘safer’ than low volumes in the aim of protecting the
Scottish premium. There is also significant potential to be
explored in value addition (and further use of by-products);
downstream value is at risk with constrained supply.
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•

•

Focus on applied research – the strategic positioning and
mission of a potential centre of innovation excellence is
important, including what is funded, who funds it and how it
is implemented. This is being addressed and should include
looking at how to improve the skills needed by the sector
and fill the current gap in training requirements, including
recruitment from other sectors where necessary.

•

Managing environmental risk – this remains important
throughout the supply chain: from alternative feed
ingredients and innovative solutions, to the recycling of
waste streams.

•

Spat availability – and ongoing investment in hatchery
facilities are important considerations for the shellfish
sector.

•

Finance – Scottish financing options need to be developed
for the industry as whole (currently, understanding of the
modern aquaculture sector is poor, from risk to capital
valuation, but is now improving). Scottish/UK banks have a
chance to re-engage with a transformed and modernising
aquaculture industry.
This is sometimes a constraint on the industry, but always
influences the distribution of benefits of growth and would
be a missed opportunity.

•

2.4 Developing a Scottish
industry roadmap

There are a number of pre-competitive developments that
can lift the whole industry but Scottish aquaculture must
be considered in the context of the global industry, and the
growth in population and wealth worldwide. This has
different implications for different market segments, but
there is a large degree of common purpose between players.
•

Identifying an industry broker who can facilitate players, such
as an ILG, could be the answer as long as both public and
private actors are involved. All actors must be around the
table, otherwise competing narratives and a failure to tackle
blockages transparently and collaboratively may undermine
progress. Almost all players have a vision and passion for the
industry – this must translate into a joint agenda.

•

This report seeks to demonstrate the clear influences and
consequences of Norway’s leadership position in the salmon
industry, including innovation pathways. While there are
positive and negative strategic consequences, it should be
stated clearly that it is for Scotland to respond competitively
and with vision. Strategic benefits and threats will vary
between those with stronger versus weaker Norway links,
but there is common ground between all producers facing
Scotland-specific industry dynamics.

•

Brexit means that support for the industry from the EU, in the
form of facilitating policies and regulation (blue growth and
the Common Fisheries Policy) and funding streams for
research and development (the European Maritime and
Fisheries Fund, and Horizon 2020), may change. However,
the uncertainty for the Scottish aquaculture industry over the
coming years can be managed and Scottish producers
understand Norway’s non-EU competitive position well.

New production models – big shifts to new production
models requiring different operational models are not here
yet, but they are in development:
- Exposed sites: oil and gas-style offshore equipment and
experience to be integrated with aquaculture biological
systems
- Onshore super-smolt facilities – controlled, capitalintensive systems, improved hatchery facilities.
Some of these developments will be Scottish-based, others
will flow through from high-investment/high-risk
Norwegian projects. However, even if they are deployed
soon for piloting, they will be medium to long-term
developments with regards to total volume contribution and
will most likely lead to a further period of refinement and
innovation. They will almost certainly add to, rather than
crowd out, current production.

The roadmap process (as shown in section 5) should ideally
be reviewed and updated by the ILG as required, subject to
time and resource availability, to identify barriers and
step-change developments.

A weaker pound is considered beneficial on a cost basis and
for competitive exports, while dollar-based feed costs may
counteract gains. There is a possible negative impact through
inflation and a lack of EU labour, particularly in downstream
processing. It is too early to gauge the impact, though most
initial aquaculture responses were positive in sentiment.
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3. Industry review

Scotland has an ambition to grow aquaculture production to 350,000 tonnes
for marine finfish and 21,000 tonnes for shellfish by 2030.
The industry continues to evolve rapidly and Scotland has the
natural resources, knowledge and capabilities to increase
benefits significantly from aquaculture production growth to
2030 and beyond.
Within the areas identified by the Strategic Framework for
Scottish Aquaculture (2009) and the Marine Scotland Science
and Research Strategy (2014), peer-reviewed literature includes
studies on: sea lice, including management strategies and
effects of lice on farmed and wild fish health1; fish nutrition,
specifically a reduction in the use of marine-sourced
ingredients2; the viability of offshore farming, including
co-location3; bio-economic modelling, including the role of
genetic improvements such as super-smolts4; and crosscutting and complex issues such as space5, planning and
regulation6, social licence7, market regulation8 and competition9.
This research provides a body of knowledge to equip the
industry as it makes the case for growth, and trials new
biomass and production models.

IMAGE COURTESY OF SCOTTISH SEA FARMS

The 2014 Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for
Fisheries (STECF) EU report outlines the economic performance
of the aquaculture sector in the EU to 2018. The report identifies
regulation and space, and associated complexities such as
shared marine use, marine planning and social licence, as the
major barriers for future development, predicting that technical
and biological issues are likely to be overcome if there are
sufficient economic incentives10.
Given the cost of sea lice to salmonid producers, it is
economically logical that this is the main focus for improvement
in the industry11.
From a governance perspective, the benefits of aquaculture to
the Scottish economy – its rural economies and communities in
particular12 – provide strong reason to try and address the more
complex issues of regulation and space limitations13.
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4. Methodology

This project used desk research, two data sets from the SAIC biennial event in 2015 and
Aquaculture UK 2016, and targeted interviews with industry leaders and regulators to inform and
structure a market systems approach (MSA) to describe the industry and rank priorities to 2030.
This included those developing the ‘Aquaculture Growth to
2030’ strategy and also the centre of innovation excellence
scoping study as contributing inputs.

4.2 Market systems approach
(MSA)

The output is a roadmap which is both industry and innovationfocused. In other words, the innovation is seen by all as a
practical and/or strategic means to an end. Where relevant, the
organisations responsible for taking forward actions have been
identified, but the roadmap acknowledges the need for industry
actors to agree this way forward collaboratively and adapt the
roadmap over time.

The MSA (the central ring in the middle of Figure 1) is a full
aquaculture industry map – the core supply chain surrounded
by industry functions (infrastructure, information, and service
provision) and ‘rules’ (regulatory framework, industry standards,
etc.).

4.1 Development, design and
process

In front of the industry MSA map is a pentagon representing the
different types of value to Scotland of the aquaculture industry,
as used in the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach for the
‘Benefits’ report14. Those assets, such as employment, social
and economic benefits, and infrastructure investment, are
important across stakeholder interests and influence what is
feasible for the industry to do.

A desk review of governmental and web-based resources
available on Scottish aquaculture provided the background
information for this study. The focus was on new Scottish
initiatives, governmental strategies and regulatory processes
within the aquaculture sector.

The new Aquaculture Growth to 2030 industry strategy has the
potential to impact positively, leading to better outcomes for
companies and communities.

In total the number of respondents and responses were as
follows:

The aim of using the MSA is to outline the Scottish aquaculture
supply chain and use a roadmap process to show how strategy
should be developed, ensuring the positive feedback loop is
reinforced.

TABLE 1. NUMBER OF RESPONSES ASSESSED IN THE
ROADMAP 2030 PROCESS

Event/Dataset

Number of respondents

SAIC biennial event 2015

107

Aquaculture UK 2016

31

Roadmap 2030 interviews

32

Many of the industry segments are in the hands of specific
public sector and facilitation bodies – Marine Scotland, the
Scottish Salmon Producers’ Organisation (SSPO), SAIC, SSMG
and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) –
particularly in the lower ‘rules’ half. Here, there are statutory
regulations including environment and disease, planning,
leasing and licencing.
Other areas are wider in economic theme, such as skills and
infrastructure, and may depend on economic development
agencies, the Scottish Government, and UK or EU initiatives.
The impact of these different functions of the industry has been
established through consultation. The positive and negative
industry outcomes are shown in Figure 2 on page 21, which
uses a traffic light system to show those areas that need to be
addressed immediately and those that should receive attention,
but over a longer time.
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The new Aquaculture Growth to
2030 industry strategy has the
potential to impact positively,
leading to better outcomes for
companies and communities.
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5. Innovation roadmap to 2030

This roadmap to 2030 reflects the complex
relationship between industry functions, rules
and strategic cross-cutting factors.

5.1 Innovation needs of the
Scottish aquaculture sector
to 2030

It accounts for increasing uncertainty as it looks further into
the future and, in order to align with changing and emerging
opportunities and challenges, it is designed to be reviewed
and updated every two years by industry and stakeholders.

Figure 2 highlights the traffic light scoring system which has
been used to prioritise issues, giving each heading a ranking
based on a matrix of impact and timescale.

The visual roadmap is designed to give a summary of
priorities for all stakeholders and to give a high-level,
unified ‘picture’ of industry’s priorities.

It is not possible to capture every issue facing the sector in this
diagram, however the key priorities and cross-cutting issues
have been included as highlighted through the data collection,
and refined in the interview process.
The table in Section 7 breaks down the MSA into thematic
headings and provides a more complete overview of the sector.
Within Figure 2, factors that are coloured red show that the
issue is of the highest priority and should be – or is already
being – addressed. These opportunities and constraints will be
closest to the current industry position and to move forward it
must ‘progress through’ these priorities.
Amber shows that the issue is a priority but that it is mediumlow impact or needs addressing in the medium to long-term
towards 2030. Green shows that the issue should be
considered but is either not yet within the time zone where it
can be classed as a priority or is low impact.
This system works for opportunities as well as challenges and
allows flexibility as it incorporates both time and urgency,
enabling for prioritisation of actions.

Current Scottish aquaculture sector, looking towards 2030

HIGH

15

Licencing & regulation
Need for increased capacity and
streamlining

International competition
Balance of volume and value

Disease
Sea lice plus general health
risks/costs

Markets/price
Monitoring volume vs value to
ensure stable growth

HIGH
Crosssector
learning
(From nonaquaculture
sectors) inc.
ﬁnance
& skills

9

INDUSTRY PRIORITY

8

Applied research
Improved
academia-industry
alignment

Value addition
Aﬀordable supply,
premium product

Industry structure &
expansion (shellfish)
Growth through
consolidation and
restructuring

6

Vertical
integration
Feed,
wellboats,
health etc.
- Scottish
suppliers
competitive

5

Infrastructure
Improving Scottish
supply chain content
(through
competitiveness &
investment)

Urgent issue or very high impact issues/opportunities that must be foresighted as a priority

10

Industry
perception
Finance
Improving
Educating
publicity
ﬁnancial
and
institutions engaging
& reviewing other
planning
marine
costs for
users
shellﬁsh

Industry
structure &
expansion
(salmon)
Growth
of current
model,
plus closed
containment
/oﬀshore

Still an issue to address, however of a lower magnitude of impact and more likely long-term development path

Important issue, however the magnitude of impact is lower and/or needs attention in the medium timescale

12

Feed
Increased research
on alternative
ingredients

Skills
Need for more
vocational training

Climate change
risk to production
Algal blooms and
disease

Spat
Availability

Intra-sector working
Need for Industry
Leadership Group
or similar

INDUSTRY PRIORITY

FIGURE 2. INNOVATION NEEDS OF THE SCOTTISH AQUACULTURE SECTOR TO 2030

3
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Diversification
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Environment
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The visual roadmap is designed to
give a summary of priorities for all
stakeholders and to give a
high-level, unified ‘picture’ of
industry’s priorities.
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6. Foresighting to 2030: discussion

The following section provides further detail on the areas
identified in the roadmap table in Section 7.

6.1 Strategic factors and
cross-cutting messages
There are some key strategic and cross-cutting themes which
determine the best approach to, and need for, activities by
specific actors. These key themes demonstrate the landscape
within which the industry will operate up to 2030.

6.1.1 Innovation and research needs
Aquaculture is still upgrading and maturing as an industry. The
industry is not well understood by communities near production
sites, nor by consumers, and despite some positive impacts it is
still held back by outdated negative perceptions.
Its products (predominantly salmon, trout and mussels) are a
long way from reaching market demand, so are being replaced
by alternative supplies from other countries. Scottish
aquaculture is seen as high quality and ‘premium’, but is
vulnerable to being overtaken by the growth of the market
which will demand products beyond Scotland’s current supply
envelope.
15

The industry has ‘process-upgraded’ from small, labourintensive to large-scale, centralised and vertically integrated
production. Salaries, total employment and skills training have
contributed to social upgrading for communities. The potential
for growth of Scottish innovation and research is therefore
considerable, as discussed in further detail in Section 6.4.3.

6.1.2 Industry structure
The industry is increasingly vertically integrated which poses a
challenge for suppliers and buyers who lack the scale required
or access to the supply chain. Scotland is proportionally small
compared to the bulk of a typical international firm’s output and
is therefore more likely to be a technology-adopter rather than
initiator. However, the Scottish Technical Standard should help
facilitate deployment across the sector.
There is little diversification evident in the industry, though the
Scottish premium product (both for finfish and shellfish) is
diversification of sorts. Salmon will increasingly be seen as a
‘core’ commodity as the global industry grows in scale.

Finfish
The finfish sector is highly concentrated in ownership, offering
essential scale benefits and international investment. It also
provides strong knowledge transfer from Norway. The
international context strongly determines the Scottish industry’s
most rational development strategy and innovation spend.
In terms of industry integration16, finance, adoption of
technology, marketing strategy and integrated value chains are
strongly influenced by Norway. This suggests two gaps of note:
1.

There is excellent scope for Scottish-centric measures and
innovations which are either geographically or problemspecific to Scotland

2. There are areas where Norway’s scale and industry
networks might understandably overlook Scottish suppliers
simply because Scotland lacks the capacity to deliver. This
provides opportunities – for example, increase industry trust
in Scottish technological innovations, and actively work
with Scotland’s finance and engineering sectors to
capitalise on supply chain development and growth in
volume to 2030.

Shellfish
The shellfish sector is diffuse with many growers, but the
large-scale volumes are quite concentrated within a small
number of companies, mostly of Shetland origin, who have
taken a strong lead. This will help consolidation and industry
growth.
More consolidation is likely and is important for the
development of the industry. SSMG is a ‘cooperative’ or
‘aggregation’ processing platform which both de-risks individual
firms and offers scale for customers/producers. This seems to
be a strong model – rapid progress is only constrained by
challenges that are understandable in such a situation (a
shortage of management and capacity) and a risk-aversion to
‘overshooting’ the market with a large increase in supply. More
supportive (risk-bearing) finance may help realise potential
faster.
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6.1.3 Growth and expansion

6.1.4 Facilitators to 2030

It is likely that, for most players, the industry’s growth and
efficiencies will be found by addressing the lice and gill health
issues as well as reorganising and refining the present model
for at least five years, maximising current sites and
experimenting with more exposed areas.

The job of driving the aquaculture sector’s vision to 2030 will
require a combination of inputs from all areas of the supply
chain and existing actors, as well as formation of new structures
as discussed in more detail in Sections 6.3 and 6.5.
•

SAIC, SSPO, the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
(ASSG), SSMG and the British Trout Association (BTA) – a
neutral platform is desirable that is ‘lighter of foot’ than the
Scottish Government committee/working group structure
and is capable of driving significant volume growth while
(ideally) intensifying the Scottish content of the industry.

•

A centre of innovation excellence should follow industry
needs. It should be able to deliver results in a timely manner
on new techniques. It should also act as a space where
industry can discuss and negotiate management and
accountability strategies directly, and involve relevant bodies
such as government, academia and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs).

•

Government facilitation and support rather than
leadership – the industry seeks support to overcome
barriers, but the salmon industry is wary of volume targets
which can become a rod for their back. Shellfish producers
were happier to have a target as a clear focus for
stakeholders and implementers. A market share or
value-based target for Scotland could be more conducive
to maintaining market share, however it would be arbitrary/
relational to other countries.

•

Scotland Food and Drink – there is a need to ‘start from the
market’ more, and Scotland Food and Drink has a large role
to play in championing Scottish aquaculture interests as a
national strategic priority industry. It can support product/
market differentiation while helping ensure Scotland
remains a volume player, otherwise it may never be able to
guarantee ‘Scottish-only’ supply to markets in which it has
an interest. This will strengthen the hand of all Scottish
players, regardless of international ownership.

Space
Lack of ‘available’ space is a barrier to expansion of the salmon
industry, though rationalisation of existing sites is still seen as
having scope for improving volumes. Limitations include a
perceived lack of nearshore sites which will force the industry
further offshore, increasing their development challenges and
costs (which need to be balanced by larger biomass consents to
be economic); capacity barriers for farms; and demonstrating
adequate social licence for new development.
On capacity, there are two complementary strands:
1.

The development of NewDEPOMOD which gives more
accurate environmental predictions

2. The implementation of the new Depositional Zone
Regulations (DZR) in early 2017, which will remove the
biomass limit and should result in a more efficient utilisation
of sites with lower impacting sites able to grow more fish.
For shellfish, this is a cross-cutting issue which relates to
the ability for the industry to finance the full cost of new
sites.

Expansion on the east coast
There is a moratorium on aquaculture development on the east
coast of Scotland. Evidence for continuing with a moratorium
can be tested. However, it’s likely that there are more
constructive routes to expansion such as including the changes
in biomass regulations and developing in more exposed sites.
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6.1.5 Disease management

6.1.7 Cross-sectoral learning

Sea lice is the immediate challenge to the salmon industry, and
there is a dependency on it being controlled; sea lice strategy
determines environmental impact, which determines
consenting of sites and public perception, which determines
overall growth.

Aquaculture is now a modern agri-business, with economic
upgrading of techniques and jobs that are increasingly
technology-based.

Decommissioning of oil and gas sector
There are opportunities for learning from the oil and gas sector:

There is a split in views with some stakeholders saying that it is
a risk that will be limited and manageable within the next
couple of years, while others point out that managing sea lice is
becoming harder.

•

Staff and skills – the oil and gas sector has a vast pool of
staff in transition: from Health and Safety, to recruitment of
engineers. This should be exploited by the aquaculture
sector

Gill health challenges were also flagged as a systemic risk to
growth, as well as a welfare concern.

•

Technical know-how – the oil and gas sector workers are
experienced in remote and exposed areas, high-investment
marine tech, supply boats, etc. This may include using the
decommissioned rigs for far off-shore production, but not
seen as likely from the perspective of 2016

•

Scale ambition – the multi-billion oil and gas sector may
‘see’ what a larger sector requires, in terms of supply chain
development and intra-sector training. This will help
aquaculture deliver ambitious growth in scale.

6.1.6 Climate change and the environment
Climate change and environmental risks are two-fold: in
production and in consumer preference.

Production
Climate change affects disease and events such as algal
blooms. This poses a risk to finfish and shellfish production.
Local environmental impacts are still considered the primary
factor in evaluating salmon farming. Yet this does not capture
the global demand for protein sources, whereby salmon
compares favourably in feed conversion ratios and carbon
footprint against most meat sources.

Consumer preference
Consumer demand for fishmeal-fed salmon largely determines
the carbon footprint of Scottish salmon (slightly higher than
comparators due to higher fishmeal content). Changes in feed
towards less carbon-intensive ingredients could change
Scotland’s USP, though there is little evidence of this in 2016.

6.1.8 Other strategic factors
Collaboration and communication needs to improve, not just
between producing companies, but between producing
companies and services. An ILG or similar would serve this role
depending on well-scoped terms of engagement, an active
facilitator/secretariat, and inclusive membership across all
industry functions.

Aquaculture as a Scottish strategic objective
The reduction in oil price means that aquaculture has ‘risen up
the pecking order’ of industries in Scotland. In the short term, it
is benefiting from marine suppliers being more available
(particularly in Shetland) for hire, whereas before oil crowded
out other sectors. In the longer term, it is increasingly
recognised as a safe bet for large-scale economic
development.

Public perception
Within the wider social sphere, the public perception and
understanding of aquaculture currently remains surprisingly
low and should be addressed by all industry actors.
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Market opportunity – and the ability to supply it
The volume of Scottish salmon currently produced is lower than
the market demand, even in its own premium segment. This
could increasingly pose risks, rather than insulate Scotland’s
competitive position.

Policymaking
Discounting production factors such as sea lice and space, the
growth of the Scottish salmon industry will depend on the
urgency felt by, and support extended by, Scottish policymakers.
This is because while international companies would like to
grow volumes in Scotland, at ownership level they know they
can mitigate growth constraints in Scotland through pursuing
volume growth in Norway or Chile.
This has implications for long-term investment decisions: it
could jeopardise Scotland’s provenance message (it is in fact
diminished if the only option available to international buyers is
non-Scottish salmon); and limit Scottish suppliers who may be
increasingly marginalised internationally if Scottish production
becomes too small and high-cost as a proportion of the wider
industry. Low growth is, therefore, a risky option, not a safe one.
Policymakers should maintain standards for tolerable social and
environmental impacts, but do all they can to support industry
growth.

Supply chain benefits
Ambition on volume could also have significant consequences
for Scottish innovation – if Scottish production were to drop in
market share, supply chain activities may suffer too, therefore
making it harder to be a technology innovator instead of a
technology adopter.

Rural industry value
Recognising the value of the sector to the peripheral regions
where it is concentrated is important, particularly in reference to
local employment opportunities and maintaining transportation
infrastructure, such as ferries.
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6.2 Rules: licencing and
regulation
Regulation of the aquaculture industry is essential to
maintaining a balanced socially, economically and
environmentally-sustainable approach to the use of Scottish
marine resources.

Duplication of effort was linked to the complexity of the
planning system with:
•

Licences, leases and planning permission needed from five
separate agencies – SEPA, the local planning authority,
Marine Scotland, Marine Scotland Science and the Crown
Estate

•

Two licences – one through SEPA (CAR); one through
Marine Scotland (Marine Licence)

•

One authorisation – through Marine Scotland Science (APB)

•

One planning consent – through the local authority
(planning permission)

•

One lease – the Crown Estate (seabed lease).

Planning, leasing and licensing
Streamlining of planning, leasing and licencing procedures and
regulations is a top priority for the majority of the aquaculture
industry: from producers through to planners. Concerns include
the cost and time of getting planning permission, leases and
licences; the complexities of planning; regional differences in
the process due to local interpretation; and conflicting variation
in the aims of planners, licensers and the government in relation
to aquaculture development.

Cost and time
The cost and time it takes to move a project from planning
through to commission is seen as a barrier to both the finfish
and the shellfish sectors. The shellfish sector is particularly
vulnerable to the time it takes to get through the planning
system as it is less consolidated than the salmon sector and
only sees revenue two to three years after consent, making
upfront costs very high.
One interviewee stated: “I can’t think of another industry that
has this much potential, so it is frustrating to hit walls in
regulation.” As such, it has the potential to act as a major
disincentive to invest.
The salmon sector is more able to absorb these costs due to its
size, however it remains a barrier due to effort, time constraints,
and profit margins.

One interviewee pointed out that: “There is nothing wrong with
well-regulated industry. The issue is duplication of effort and
lag time on returns. We are making things harder than they
need to be.”
Within this discourse is the issue of variation in approaches to
regulation, from region to region and individual to individual.
Producers working throughout Scotland find it difficult to
navigate these differences in individuals and individual
relationships as there is not a single clear and consistent
pathway which is valid Scotland-wide which would mitigate for
a lack of informal networks or negative inter-personal
relationships.
Consultees warned that there is a link between the ability of the
sector to self-regulate and the predilection for governing and
licencing agencies to not grant permissions, stating: “Scotland is
missing out on the bigger picture and is bogged down in the
nitty gritty of regulatory issues.”
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6.3 Rules: non-statutory
regulation
The main topics that were highlighted by the consultees for
non-statutory regulations encompassed the benefits that
informal and formal networks could provide the industry, if they
were working properly. Improvements to inter-industry and
cross-industry networks are seen as a priority.

Informal networks
Informal networks provide agents with direct access to
information between work hierarchies and organisations on an
ad hoc and unofficial basis. Evidence suggests that informal
networks are the route through which a considerable amount of
inter and cross-organisation work is accomplished. This is
particularly true of sectors where research and development
are an essential aspect of the business17.
The main goal of a formal network is for actors from different
companies/organisations to come together to create a shared
value which can benefit all parties18. Formal networks require
resources, time and an efficient structure.
In addition to private member-based organisations, there are
currently 15 ILGs in Scotland for industries to communicate
formally with the government and between themselves. ILGs
create a practical interface led by industry for communication,
discussion and dissemination of issues and best practice
between industry and government19. An ILG option is currently
under consideration for aquaculture.

6.3.1 Sector-specific standards
Standards which are set by the industry through the relevant
sector organisation are generally classed as beneficial for the
industry.
In addition to setting achievable sector-specific standards, it
was recommended that industry bodies should have ‘teams’ to
address the major issues that arise within the sector, through
communication across the sector, research and government. For
example, one interviewee questioned why there is not a
dedicated industry lice team.

This links with further statements that other countries are
ahead of Scotland in terms of research and development
because they have specifically assigned centres or networks to
deal with large issues. The example that came up most often
was the Sea Lice Research Centre, Norway.

6.3.2 Third party standards
Third party standards are seen in a positive light. They are
helpful in increasing social licence by consumers and
transparency of the industry. The only drawback is that there
are numerous certifications to be audited for, which are not
currently streamlined in a way that reduces duplication of effort.

6.3.3 Market
The market for Scottish salmon, allowing for its price and
provenance, seems at least double, if not multiple times the
current volumes of production. The good news is that Scottish
production remains profitable and in high demand with a
premium price and reputation – it can compete on its own
terms.
From a Scottish/UK sustainable economic growth point of view
however, the constraints placed on the growth of the industry
are less promising:
•

The international industry has adapted and positioned it as a
profitable, sustainable, high-end segment

•

Scotland is still not a large volume producer and is falling
behind international competitors in growth terms.

If Scotland fails to satisfy a critical percentage of the quality
segment of the market, then the majority of processors,
exporters and retailers must favour more reliable sources.
In other words, the stunting of Scottish volume may actually
work against Scotland’s interests even pursuing a premium
strategy – this is already underway20.
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Provenance
The current high levels of fishmeal in Scottish salmon appear
likely to remain through to 2020-2025. A further consideration
is that, if closed-containment production becomes prevalent,
this may have an impact on Scotland’s provenance credentials
which focus on a natural loch/marine image.
For shellfish, the provenance and quality aspects of Scottish
mussels and oysters appear to be secure compared to volume
competitors, and caution is focused on minimising risk to that
quality position and finding markets to absorb production
growth.
For trout, the growth area is seen as fillets of large trout, in
similarity with salmon, as consumers prefer something filleted
and packaged for convenience. More work on value addition in
this area is recognised as valuable.
Given the premium positioning of Scottish salmon, all players
are keen to protect those high provenance standards and are
wary of risking reputational change; but more could be done
within Scottish industry institutions (and in other sectors such as
finance) to make it easier for Scottish producers (including those
within multi-nationals) to grow. After all, if Scotland were to aim
to maintain market share that would still require a very large
increase in volume.
Despite the uncertainty it poses in the early stages postreferendum, Brexit is seen relatively positively by the Scottish
aquaculture industry, believing the risks over the coming years
can be managed, and Scottish producers understand Norway’s
non-EU competitive position well. A weaker pound is seen as
beneficial on a cost basis and for competitive exports.

Key points on markets
•

Scottish/UK policymakers should recognise that expanding
Scottish volume is in their interests for sustainable
economic growth objectives, not solely in the interests of
firms who can ultimately adapt by growing elsewhere
internationally.

•

There is a risk that although prices and prospects are good
now, producers and the market may bypass Scotland as an
expensive and constrained region. Several interviewees
raised this point and noted recent cases where demand is
exceeding supply.

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE SCOTTISH SALMON PRODUCERS’ ORGANISATION
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6.4 Industry functions:
infrastructure

Further research is also required into fillet yields of salmon to
ensure maximum use of production and, importantly, to
minimise waste from the industry from by-products.

6.4.1 Processing

In 2016, pricing is the key constraint to growth in the area of
processing, with the high spot-price of salmon making it difficult
for processors to see ahead, although the prices are likely to
lower again in coming months/years as global availability
increases again.

Processing and value addition is an area of the aquaculture
industry that still offers significant scope for expansion into the
future at various scales, with one respondent suggesting that:
“Innovation in processing is essential.”
There was some discussion regarding the potential for further
processing on farms via well boats/barges, which could also
offer cost savings in terms of harvesting and transportation.

IMAGE COURTESY OF FERGUSON TRANSPORT & SHIPPING
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6.4.2 Logistics
Transport infrastructure for Scottish aquaculture is mixed in
strengths. Road haulage companies seem to work well with
producers to understand specifications and needs, and there is
further scope for growth within Scotland. However, adequate
road and ferry service provision is essential, and a joined-up
approach (co-planning with transport authorities) could be of
value. The aquaculture sector is increasingly valued in helping
make the case for public infrastructure.
The geographical spread of the aquaculture industry can result
in efficiency issues and Zero Waste Scotland have highlighted
scope for improvements in areas such as waste management
and disposal of mortalities21. There is also scope for innovation
in this field through developments such as biodiesel or flymeal
production21.
Developing robust biosecurity measures for well boat use is
important, particularly with the introduction of desalination
plants on newer boats as the use of fresh water treatment
could have unforeseen consequences for fish health.

6.4.3 Technology/innovative pathways
Technology development for aquaculture is not always about
reducing prices, but more about value to the industry, efficiency
savings or ease of access for the user. The strategy affects
smaller suppliers and their access to the supply chain business
opportunities. There is a desire to see more pre-competitive
co-ordination in the aquaculture supply chain, with companies
working together to find mutually beneficial solutions to issues
that are a barrier to the whole industry.
In summary, the channels for innovation include:
•

•

Norwegian/international research and innovation
Sent down a vertically integrated pipeline – not all in-house,
but within tight supply chain relationships. This is strongly
beneficial for the majority of the Scottish industry. However,
it poses challenges to entry for Scottish operators which
varies across each producer’s supply chain approach.
Scottish-specific innovation
Scottish-specific innovation should be fostered to be
competitive and reliable – not just favoured because it is
Scottish – and break into the integrated supply chain
through improved showcasing and awareness of product.

•

Pure research > applied research > technical innovation
This pathway must be improved as there is a reported
disconnect between the flows of information through from
one area to the next.

•

SAIC
SAIC has been set up to address four target areas for
innovation in the industry. On the one hand, it is viewed as
having a necessarily focused scope. On the other hand, it
means it is limited with regards to what problem-solving
innovations it can fund. The funding mechanisms and
breadth of remit for innovation in Scotland should build on
current capacity and strengths in SAIC and other pathways,
allowing them to be more responsive to wider industry
needs.

Fostering more Scottish entrepreneurs
A number of discussions indicated that there is great potential
for fostering more Scottish entrepreneurs and developing more
technology in Scotland. One respondent suggested that
Scotland Plc looks at how Dundee became a computer gaming
hub and should consider areas where aquaculture technology
could be supported as well. An important point raised for
innovation was that: “It is good to be one year ahead of the
game, but not 15 years ahead!”

IT and internet/broadband
With regard to technology, IT infrastructure and internet/
broadband access was raised by some companies suggesting
provision was so bad that they have needed to move some
functions elsewhere in Scotland in order to cope.

Equipment
With the increasing potential for onshore production systems as
well as R&D facilities, there is a need for coastal development
sites to be identified for aquaculture – both for small
development companies as well as the larger producers looking
at hatcheries or closed-containment sites.
Changes in the way that producers approach their equipment
have a significant effect on the supply chain. A move towards
renting equipment rather than owning it, which increases
upfront costs and risk for the supplier, might hinder SMEs’
viability in the market.
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Aquaculture plays an integral
role in the survival of rural
areas in Scotland

6.5 Industry functions:
information and service
provision
6.5.1 Social licence
Within the wider social sphere, the general public understanding
of the aquaculture industry is low and needs to be addressed.
This is for the purpose of increasing social licence especially in
relation to:
•

Securing planning for new sites, consumer perceptions of
produce (fish farming, unlike fishing boats, is not perceived
as part of the economic and social fabric)

•

Expanding the local (UK) market

•

The recruitment of young, talented individuals.

Aquaculture plays an integral role in the survival of rural areas in
Scotland through the provision of stable career opportunities
and local economic activity, however this is not well
communicated and requires attention in future. As well as
communicating with the general public, there is also the need
for joined-up working with other marine users, including the
wild fish sector, and educators.
Interviewees recognised that, “we haven’t done enough to put
our heads above the parapet”, and indicated that this is likely to
be on the agenda more in coming years. Particular reference
was made to the need for engaging more with the tourism
sector with increasing incidences of tour boats visiting sites and
mention of signage at viewpoints etc.
Although there is some hesitation over wanting to highlight
aquaculture more than necessary, it is better to face issues
directly and challenge misconceptions of the industry rather
than allow people to assume the worst.

6.5.2 Centre of innovation excellence
The case for a Scottish aquaculture centre of innovation
excellence is strong, depending on the model employed and
how people/companies are engaged in the process. However, it
must clearly demonstrate commercial value in the long-term:
“Applied research is essential” and “It must be about delivery of
pragmatic solutions – we (industry) don’t want another mouth
to feed.”
Ideally, such a centre would allow for more pre-competitive
collaboration and synchronisation of existing activities/skills
with industry working together to tackle mutually constraining
issues, particularly in relation to welfare and environment.
A number of people suggested that a centre of innovation
excellence may not need to be a physical space, but could be a
hub/virtual space for sharing of information and letting people
know if physical space is also available. The concept faces
challenges, although centres such as NOFIMA specifically result
in enhanced sectoral profitability, which suggests that some
kind of similar mechanism is needed. The model for a centre of
innovation excellence is currently under consideration.

6.5.3 Research (commercial R&D)
Collaboration and communication needs to improve between
producing companies and throughout the supply chain,
increasing applied and collaborative research. This will lead to
better management of issues such as lice, as well as innovation
in areas which are still categorised as in R&D phase.
Equally, knowledge transfer is essential for communicating
challenges and opportunities.
Above all, RD&I in Scotland should successfully and rapidly
address Scottish aquaculture industry challenges for a
sustainable future and, ideally, provide economic benefit from
the commercialisation of Scottish innovation.
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The RD&I landscape

6.5.5 Academic/training institutions

The RD&I landscape in Scotland is diverse and not aligned
under a single authority or stakeholder group. It includes SAIC,
the Marine Alliance for Science and Technology for Scotland
(MASTS); the Scottish Aquaculture Research Forum (SARF);
academic institutions; producer RD&I – including international
knowledge transfer; supplier RD&I and Scottish Government.

It is important to see continued increase in industry-research
relationships with a balance between academic outputs, applied
research and vocational training. Industry generally seeks more
applied research rather than traditional academic outputs with
comments such as: “We have no time for academia for the sake
of it when we have a business to run.”

Key research themes raised in the MS Science and Research
Strategy, and confirmed in this foresighting study, include:

However, independent research also has a crucial role in
innovation as well as identifying issues and improving
transparency through publication of findings, which is important
for the general public, and environmental management,
monitoring and governance bodies.

•

Reducing risk and impact of disease/biological threats

•

Enriching and validating the Scottish supplier RD&I, and
access to vertically integrated supply chain

•

Paradigm shifts to new production models requiring
different operational models
- Exposed sites – oil and gas-style offshore equipment
- On-shore super-smolt facilities – controlled, capitalintensive systems, improved hatchery facilities
- Marketing and understanding of the resources used for
aquaculture protein in the context of climate change.

6.5.4 Media
No reference was made during this study as to the future of
media/publications in the sector to 2030. However, it may
increase in importance so it has been left as a point within the
MSA structure.

There is growing demand for vocational training as aquaculture
increasingly relies on technology-dependent systems. Scotland
has strong academic training capacity, but is lacking in
aquaculture-specific engineering and technology training
schemes. “Technical issues often solved by guys tinkering on
the farm rather than academic research.”

6.5.6 Membership organisations
There are a number of industry platforms in place – SSPO,
SSMG, ASSG, BTA – all of which have an important role to play.
However, there is a need for a neutral body to ‘champion’ the
aquaculture sector, and facilitate industry growth and
development, which includes responsibility for outputs of
reports such as this one, Vision 2030 and the centre of
innovation excellence study: “The industry needs a masterplan.”
There seems to be desire from the sector that government has
a facilitation role but less likely a leadership role, as discussed
previously in relation to an ILG as a possibility
going forward.
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6.5.7 Finance

Climate change

Finance is a cross-cutting matter where planning and licencing
plays a role in financial issues, particularly for the shellfish
industry, as many of the producers don’t have the upfront
capital to pay for the planning process.

The impacts of climate change and associated environmental
parameters are an ongoing concern for all involved in the sector,
requiring monitoring and management. Specific concerns
relating to fish health is the likelihood of new pathogens. “We
are moving towards more challenging conditions for growing
fish due to climate change.”

Lack of understanding of the industry amongst banks, which
may not recognise producer and service industry assets
because they don’t fit into conventional categories, mean that
the firms are more likely to use banking services from Norway
as they have a system designed to cater for the aquaculture
industry.
This seems to be changing with perseverance from the Scottish
upstream service industry and some of the larger producers.
However, there remains a need for the banks to work with
industry to ensure the future of aquaculture in Scotland; it is not
a cottage industry, with single salmon sites requiring £4m in
capital investment – of which a significant proportion is spent in
Scotland.

It is important that the industry focuses on the future and what
is next as well as current issues: “There will always be a
succession of diseases.”
Equally, it is important to avoid ‘firefighting’ diseases. There
needs to be continued collaboration between industry and
academia. A key focus is, and should remain, development of
rapid response technology to allow quick diagnosis at the cage
side. The development of real-time polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) assay/on-site testing is a significant step and needs
continued attention.

Containment
6.5.8 Health management
“Control of sea lice is the issue” for salmon farming in the short
to medium-term. There is a dependency on solving this issue
as it will have a positive impact throughout the system, including
planning consents and environmental impact.
While views on addressing the issue are positive, everyone is
well aware that not addressing the issue could put a halt to the
entire salmon sector. Similarly, but to a lesser extent, there are
concerns about gill health and future health challenges that will
require management.
Whatever options lie ahead, the solution is likely to remain a
suite of products and management techniques including
chemicals, cleaner fish, mechanical removal and improved
husbandry.

Containment and regulation also remain key issues to address
for the sector, particularly in relation to the movement of fish/
shellfish and use of well boats.
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6.6 Inputs

6.7 Producers

6.6.1 Feed

Salmon producers

Maintaining standards for workers in the supply chain was
voiced by a leading retail stakeholder. While Scottish workers
are protected by stringent labour laws and health and safety
regulations, the sourcing of feed from overseas means there is
a potential risk in the supply chain.

Salmon producers were keen to ensure their scope for
manoeuvre is not limited by a constraining or ‘command and
control’ strategy. Salmon producers have a relatively well
integrated – but still turbulent – industry structure. This means
that despite needing to take the industry’s lead, policymakers
can usefully pay heed to the Scottish supply chain and
producer actors in developing relevant models for research,
technology development, recruitment and finance.

Sourcing alternative sustainable ingredients remains the key
challenge for the feed industry through to 2030 to ensure feed
production can continue to meet the demands of a growing
aquaculture sector. There is a bottleneck as the cost of feed
proteins increases with the move from wild to cultured
ingredients.
The feed sector must continue to develop new feeds for
different fish – for example, the increasing use of triploid fish
means that different feeds are required. However, the feed
industry is seen as large and financially capable of adapting to
new challenges.

6.6.2 Breeding/genetics
The production of super-smolts is likely to intensify as salmon
farming moves towards less time spent at sea or even only
having a ‘fattening up’ stage offshore. Moving to such a model
has the potential to significantly impact the sector through
reduced cycles and therefore reduced disease impact.
Selective breeding techniques have the potential to have
considerable impact on a wide range of sustainability,
production, quality, health and welfare-related traits. In
particular, genomic selection – using information from
molecular genetic markers throughout the genome, usually in
addition to conventional performance recording – is already
having a dramatic impact in several farmed animal species.
It is likely to be of particular value for traits that are difficult or
expensive to measure, including product quality and disease
resistance. Advances in genome sequencing and gene editing
could also create further opportunities for targeted genetic
change.
The use of triploid salmon remains an important consideration
going forward. It was suggested by one respondent that it is:
“Like working with a new species in aquaculture.”

Shellfish producers
The shellfish industry is still rationalising and reorganising. It
has scope for the more developed producers to work more
closely with the west coast informal growers to expand
capacity.
Consistent spat production remains a large determinant in the
industry. There is scope for greater production on the west
coast, but other collaborative agendas should be explored
beyond processing and value addition.
Shellfish producers are more open to volume targets. The
SSMG processing capacity demonstrates the high value of
collaboration. International avenues of learning from countries
such as New Zealand should be supported as SSMG grows.
The Vision 2030 practitioners have set out their aims for
shellfish production, and identified blockers and solutions. They
can be included in the roadmap and monitored systematically.

Seaweed
Seaweed is currently limited to small-scale operations and is
largely research-focused. It is expected to expand over the
coming years with increased demand. However it is unclear if it
will progress to large-scale biofuel production as it may be
considered an extractive process compared to other less
intensive uses and sources.
The experience from other aquaculture sectors suggests that,
in addition to market demand, public opinion and
environmental impact may play a large role in determining
its feasibility.
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Annex

7

7. Annex

Roadmap table
The table version of the roadmap is the basis of the scoring in the
visual version, but more detail is provided with specific issues and
opportunities broken down into actions, with the ability to adjust
assessment of impact and timelines. The ‘working version’ can
have references to the most relevant evidence base.

MSA area

Industry
functions

Specific
area of
sector

Detail

Infrastructure Processing

Key areas of
focus as raised
through this
study

Innovative
processing
methods/
technology

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

2

4

8

Industry to continue working
with suppliers on novel
technology investment/R&D

1

5

5

Continued research into
alternative uses by industry and
processors

3

4

12

Address through new industry
networks – see below

Co-planning with
transport authorities

1

3

3

Industry/planners to liaise with
local authorities on transport
priorities

Contribution to
public infrastructure

3

2

6

Industry bodies work with
transport providers to highlight
the need for aquaculture traffic

Improved efficiency/
waste management

3

3

9

Opportunity for growth –
industry engage with Zero
Waste Scotland

3

5

15

Establish and adhere to clear
standards/protocols

Improved use of
by-product

Processor price
constraints
Logistics
(haulage/well
boats)

The table is updateable with new research findings,
emerging risks, market development prospects, changing
tastes and changes in planning, etc. This approach will give
as much foresight as possible by providing a coherent and
’live’ view of industry needs and direction. The table has been
developed based on priorities identified during the process of
this study, however it is not intended to capture every issue
facing the sector.

Biosecurity/health
issues – well boats
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MSA area

Industry
functions

Specific
area of
sector

Detail

Infrastructure Technological
innovation

Key areas of
focus as raised
through this
study

Review of
technological
innovation pathways

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

3

4

12

SAIC/HIE/SG/industry to
deliver on roadmap for
addressing the Scottish
innovation gap

Fostering Scottish
entrepreneurs

2

4

8

SAIC/HIE/SE/industry to work
on a plan for addressing the
Scottish innovation gap

Offshore cages/
closed containment

2

5

10

Ongoing research and
investment in new large-scale
technologies

Technology from
other sectors

3

3

9

Marine Scotland to liaise more
with oil and gas sector; industry
to recruit directly

IT infrastructure

Equipment

Need for onshore
development sites

Access to market for
SMEs
Industry
functions

Information

Social licence

Pathway to 2030

Contribution to
fragile rural areas

Public perception

Engaging with other
marine users

3

3

9

Government and local
authorities on rural broadband
– big impact for rural
development

2

4

8

Local authorities to work with
industry identifying sites for
development

2

4

8

As with fostering Scottish
entrepreneurs

1

3

3

Impacts/benefits to be
standardised and monitored by
each company and collated at
industry level

2

4

8

Ongoing work by industry,
combined with marketing effort

3

3

9

Industry/industry bodies to
engage pro-actively with other
users in open dialogue
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MSA area

Industry
functions

Specific
area of
sector

Information

Detail

Centre of
innovation
excellence

Key areas of
focus as raised
through this
study

Developing the case
for a centre of
innovation
excellence

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

3

4

12

Platform with strong industry
input/leadership: SAIC and
government institutions to
support

Research
Need for applied &
(commercial R&D) collaborative
research (finfish and
shellfish – trout
learns from salmon)

2

4

8

Ongoing collaboration between
industry companies (included in
rationale for centre of innovation
excellence above)

Academic/
training
institutions

1

5

5

Industry-academia to work
closer on aligning research
goals/outputs

12

Skills gap to be addressed. HIE/
SAIC/Skills Development
Scotland to look at how this can
be done

Increase industryresearch
relationships

Demand for more
vocational training

Service
provision

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Membership
organisations

Finance

Health
management/vet
services

3

4

Need an active
industry platform as
with new ILG

3

4

12

As with developing the centre of
innovation excellence and
Aquaculture Growth to 2030
strategy

Educating Scottish
financial institutions
(shellfish)

3

5

15

Immediate requirement for
more finance options for
shellfish

Educating Scottish
financial institutions
(finfish)

2

4

8

Industry/industry bodies to
work collaboratively in educating
financial institutions on
aquaculture

Sea lice

3

5

15

Collaborative effort required
throughout the sector

Climate change and
pathogens

2

4

8

Ongoing research efforts with
Marine Scotland and academia
leading studies

Succession of
diseases

1

5

5

Requires constant monitoring by
all parties and support to those
developing solutions

Rapid response
required at national
level

2

4

8

Support to veterinary sector in
developing technology and
techniques (finfish and shellfish)

Containment issues
(well boats)

3

5

15

Accountability to standards is
critical. Increased monitoring/
reporting required

0

0

0

No action at this time

Media publications No action at this time
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MSA area

Rules

Specific
area of
sector

Nonstatutory
regulations

Detail

Key areas of
focus as raised
through this
study

Informal networks Lack of informal
industry networks
- tendency for
bilateral rather than
collective
discussions
Sector-specific
standards

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

3

4

12

Require establishment of an ILG
or equivalent (modalities to be
defined, for example secretariat
and facilitation functions)

If the sector sets
standards they
should be at an
achievable level

3

3

9

To be led by industry bodies,
recommend ILG as above

Sector
representative
bodies ensure
compliance/hold
members
accountable

3

3

9

SSPO, SSMG, ASSG, BTA to
champion best practice and
codes of conduct

3

4

12

Fully functioning industry
platform needed, as per ILG
above

Industry networks Industry networks
and use of improved
pan-industry
communications as
per SAIC consortium
platform

Statutory
regulations

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Third party
standards

Third party
standards aid
transparency

3

1

3

Industry to continue working
with standards bodies (and
retailers)

Licencing and
regulation

Cost and time of
getting planning
permission, leases
and licences is
restrictive to growth

3

4

12

Under review by Scottish
Government, to be actioned
early 2017

Complexities of
planning/licencing
cause delays (T&C
planning, CAR etc.)

3

4

12

Under review by Scottish
Government, to be actioned
early 2017

Accountability of the
industry vs
predilection to say
no

2

4

8

Includes industry networks,
Scottish Government and
investment in public
communication

Regional differences
(and human
differences) are a
burden to the
planning and
licencing process

2

3

6

Effective cross-industry
discussions to be held with
planners annually

4

Scottish Government
communication of State Aid
rules and implications of Brexit
to aquaculture sector

State Aid rules are a
limiting factor to
development

2

2
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MSA area

Rules

Inputs

Specific
area of
sector

Statutory
regulations

Feed

Breeding
& Genetics

Producers

Finfish

Detail

Licencing and
regulation

Feed

Breeding/
genetics

Salmon

Other finfish

Key areas of
focus as raised
through this
study

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

The aims of
planners, licensers
and governmental
policies could be
more aligned

2

4

8

National level planning to be
more aligned

Does SEPA have
enough resources to
fulfil its role
effectively?

3

4

12

Scottish Government to support
SEPA in ensuring capacity going
forward

Environmental data
which licences are
based on should be
updated

3

4

12

Scottish Government to support
SEPA in ensuring capacity going
forward

Awareness of
human rights in
supply chain

1

5

5

Ongoing industry responsibility,
working with accreditation
schemes wherever possible

Development of
alternative protein
sources as covered
by SAIC’s priority
innovation action 2

3

4

12

Ongoing, however needs
attention short term to source
alternatives

Other ingredients
research including
probiotics and
antibiotics

3

4

12

Feed sector is able to conduct
in-house research but may still
benefit from academic and
institution engagement on
emerging trends

Super-smolts

2

4

8

Current issue, industry and
academia leading research

Triploid

2

4

8

Significant scope for impact to
reach production targets

Selective breeding/
genomics

2

5

10

Considerable impact likely
requires attention shortmedium term to realise
potential

Targets should be
set by industry but
should also have
reference to wider
market – important

2

4

8

Vision 2030 setting out volume
and market share ambitions
(2016)

Large trout (fillets)
shares salmon
market
opportunities, tech
and knowledge
transfer. Supply
chain opportunities
for traditional trout
sector

2

1

2

Industry integration and
investment to go to scale – BTA
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MSA area

Producers

Specific
area of
sector

Shellfish

Detail

Mussels

Other shellfish

Other

Seaweed/other

Key areas of
focus as raised
through this
study

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

Spat availability,
supported by SAIC’s
priority innovation
action 4

3

4

12

Hatchery underway (2016),
commercialised hatchery
facilities and dispersement a
priority

Still room for
expansion/
rationalisation in
existing production
envelope

2

4

8

Consolidation in west coast
players, most likely with SSMG
or similar to achieve scale

Seeking to grow
but to hit market
targets ‘safely’ i.e.
steadily and not
overshoot

2

4

8

SSMG consolidation and
marketing – Scottish
Government support through
Scotland Food and Drink

Need to have early
warning systems
and shared
resource platforms

2

4

8

Facilitating bodies should
support early warning – ASSG to
lead

East coast an
option but not
priority, MTA could
work at macro
level (occupying
abandoned/
underused salmon
sites)

2

4

8

Facilitating bodies to work with
industry in identifying new
options for development

Build scale of
actors/consolidate
to ‘ride out bad
years’

3

2

6

Risk-share and disease/algal
event management – to be
confirmed

3

Academia/industry to continue
working on growth, support
from industry bodies and Marine
Scotland

Seaweed potential
still seen as
undetermined
– mass power
production seen as
unlikely in near
future

1

3
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MSA area

Markets

Specific
area of sector

Key areas of focus as
raised through this
study

International competition International competitors
taking most market share due
to going to scale – Scotland
remaining in niche is
vulnerable. International
companies have mitigated
Scotland’s supply limitations
by growing volumes
elsewhere
Proudly Scottish brand

Demand

Buyer influence

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

3

5

15

Focus on supply constraints, not
market development

Developing Scottish USP:
Scottish premium at risk of
continued high costs and
inability to satisfy quality
market segment

2

5

10

Focus on supply constraints, not
market development

Demand is expanding rapidly,
Scotland not keeping up: likely
to be magnitudes larger than
it is now. Niche is not safe if
Scotland cannot supply it
successfully – and premium is
still vulnerable. Large trout
(fillets) with good demand
prospects

2

5

10

Focus on supply constraints, not
market development

Buyers expect high fishmeal
content but this could change
or come under pressure

2

3

6

Engage retailers on emerging
expectations
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MSA area

Specific
area of sector

Strategic
Disease
factors/
cross-cutting
issues

Industry structure
(finfish)

Key areas of focus as
raised through this
study

Sea lice is the overriding risk
but general health risks/costs
are a major challenge for the
whole sector (also sea trout),
as covered by SAIC’s priority
innovation action 1

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

3

5

15

Requires attention from whole
industry as a critical factor to
development

Ownership structure informs
knowledge and investment
pathways (concentrated trout
volume also learning from
salmon industry)

2

5

10

Supporting institutions (e.g. HIE,
SAIC, SE) to map out Scotlandspecific gaps and capture the
gains from overseas investment

Industry structure
(shellfish)

Collaborative/scale-up
platforms still have large
scope for development

1

5

5

ASSG and SSMG to grow
collaborative platforms for
producers

Industry perception

Lack of maturity in the
industry from production to
consumers – still emerging

1

5

5

Engage retailers and public
bodies re. education

9

MS, SAIC and Scotland Food and
Drink – roadshow in
government departments.
including oil and gas, and
fisheries

Aquaculture now more of a
strategic priority for Scotland

International competition International competitors
taking most market share due
to going to scale – Scotland
remaining in niche is
vulnerable and balance is
required
Climate change

Environmental risks

3

3

3

5

15

Supporting institutions (e.g. HIE,
SAIC, SDI) to map out Scotland
specific gaps and capture the
gains from overseas investment

Good carbon credentials of
Scottish salmon should be
promoted – supplying protein
to the world a huge challenge
to 2050

1

3

3

Industry bodies to capture data
and promote environmental/
carbon credentials of Scottish
aquaculture

Climate change risk to
production is significant –
algal blooms and disease

2

4

8

Ongoing research efforts with
Marine Scotland and academia
leading studies

Carbon footprint should more
strongly outweigh many local
impacts in compliance

3

2

6

SEPA consider carbon footprint
in EIA/consenting

15

Producers to invest in exposed
site/super-smolts R&D,
supported by SAIC and EMFF
where possible. Regulators
consider how to move
presumption to “Yes subject to
X, Y, Z conditions”

Growth and expansion
The big issue is expansion.
Exposed sites a potential
‘sweet spot’ – viable offshore
not likely the norm before
2025 or even 2030

3

5
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MSA area

Specific
area of sector

Strategic
Cross-sector learning
factors/
(from non-aquaculture
cross-cutting sectors)
issues

Intra-sector working

Diversification

Vertical integration

Rural industry value

Key areas of focus as
raised through this
study

Timeline
to address Magnitude
issue
of impact
3: Within 5yrs
(1-5)

Score

Pathway to 2030

2: Within 9yrs
1: Within 15yrs

Scottish aquaculture sector
can continue to learn from
other aquaculture producers
e.g. New Zealand shellfish/
social licence, as well as cross
sector learning for finance
and skills

3

3

9

MS and industry to workshop
with oil and gas leaders, SAIC
and industry bodies to fact-find
or gap analyse NZ relationship
(shellfish)

Multiple initiatives and
supporting actors - ILG can be
forum to reach consensus
and to keep on track. Same
platform rather than Scottish
Government working groups;
industry must communicate
its needs effectively. ILG cited,
needs facilitation to keep on
track

3

4

12

ILG or similar, with facilitator and
trouble-shooter to follow up

Little diversification from
salmon is evident – scale of
shellfish should increase but
still won't rise in proportion

1

3

3

Academic institute to assess risk
of lack of diversification,
otherwise focus on priorities

Processors struggling with
high salmon cost – can be
counterproductive for
Scotland so balance of
volume and value required for
stability

3

5

15

Scotland Food and Drink –
explore processor and producer
needs in tandem

Integration of feed and well
boats in producer companies;
direction still towards more
vertical integration not less

2

3

6

Develop Scottish offer and
competitiveness in supply to all
producers

Urban value addition is an
'invisible sector'

1

2

2

HIE to demonstrate impact of
rural industries on central belt
economy

Interaction with wild salmon
(and impact) should be better
communicated

2

3

6

Industry to continue open
dialogue with salmon fisheries
and improve transparency
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